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ABSTRACT It is widely recognizedthat defining spatialchoice setsis difficult primarily becauseof the
large number of alternatives usually associatedwith spatial decision making. In this paper, the
Multinomial Logit discretechoice model is calibratedwith random sub-setsof shoppingdestinationsin
order to explore parameter sensitivity to choice set mis-specification. The results presentedhere are
derived from a sensitivity analysis based on a combinatoric choice sub-set generation procedure that
systematicallyreducesthe original choice set and re-estimatesthe model parameters.The results indicate
that differences in distance deterrenceacrossincome groups holds true in reduced choice set situations,
indicating greaterdistancedeterrenceamongsthigh income individuals over low income consumers. In
addition, the differential importance of chain image acrossracial groups displays consistencythroughout
the sensitivity analysis providing evidencethat this variable is just as important as standardvariables like
store size and competition in store choice models.
INTRODUCTION
The difficulty involved in properly defining the choice set faced by decison makers in spatial
choice contexts increasesthe likelihood for model mis-specificationand erroneousparameterestimates
(Thill, 1992; Pellegrini and Fotheringham, 1994). The choice set refers to the group of discrete
alternativesfaced by an individual in the decisionmaking process.The specificationof eachindividual's
choice set is complicatedby the sheernumberof choicealternativesavailablein spatialdecisionsituations
like the choice of grocery store or residentiallocation. In contrast,aspatialchoice situations,such as
travel mode choice, typically contain only a handful of alternatives(Fotheringhamand O'Kelly, 1989).
Very often, however, the choice set definition problem is avoided by analysts by making the bold
assumption that they are capable of defining one choice set from which each individual evaluatesand
forms a destinationchoice. Of course,it is far more reasonableto make the assumptionthat individuals
differ in their perceived choice setsand their knowledge of available alternatives,but much more difficult
to model.
This paper presentsa discussionof the resultsfrom an empirical analysisdesignedto examine
parametersensitivity to spatialchoice set mis-specificationin a disaggregateshoppingdestinationchoice
analysis. A full discussion of the relevant literature, data and methodology, and results from this
sensitivity analysis is available in Pellegrini, Fotheringhamand Lin (1994), but this paper provides a
summary of the major researchfindings. In essence,spatial choice set mis-specificationmay lead to
incorrect parameterestimation of the utility function for the decision makers,and subsequently,erroneous
interpretations of individual behavior.
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PREVIOUS CHOICE SET SPECIF'ICATION RESEARCH
Two mis-specificationscenrnosare likely to arisein regardsto the analystassigningan arbitrary
choice set irr u rp:trritlchoice mudeling application. First, the choice set assignedby the analystcan be
in the individual's true choice set. In this case,the model parameterscan still be estimatedconsistently
and choice probabilities correctly predictedby a random utility basedspatialchoice model (McFadden,
lg78). In contrast, erroneousmodel parameterestimatesare expectedfrom the casewhere the choice set
defined by the analystincludesalternativesactuallynever evaluatedby the decisionmaker (Williams and
Ortuzar, lgBZ). Here, the choice model assignsnon-negativeprobabilitiesto all alternativesin the choice
set, including those that are not in the true choice set. This resultsin inconsistentestimatesof the choice
function, and faulty interpretationsof individual behavior - the most serious consequenceof choice set
mis-specification (Thill, 1992). The main concernof the researchreportedhere is this latter scenario,and
the stability of parameterestimatesto choice set mis-specificationis studiedusing a random combinatoric
choice sub-set generation procedure adaptedfrom Manski (1977).
A fair amount of researchdirected at better defining choice setsexists, especiallyin regardsto the
behavioral foundations of choice set generation, although most are in aspatialrather than spatial choice
contexts, and are reviewed in Thill (1992) and in the context of retailing by Pellegrini and Fotheringham
(1994). Briefly, this work is based on the notion of what Manski (1977) introduced as the two-stage
paradigm of discrete choice analysis, where the first stageis choice set generationand the secondis the
actual choice generation. In the choice set generation stage, constraints limiting the set of available
alternatives to the decision-maker are identified and used to help establish the feasible sub-set of
alternatives that the decision-maker actually considers for choice. However, the two-stage choice
modelling framework is of little use for practitionersinterestedin spatial applicationswhere choice subsets are spatially dependent, the alternatives and decision-makersare distributed and interrelated over
space, and the number of feasible alternatives is frequently large (Fotheringham, 1988; Thill, 1992).
Specifically, these formulations zue limited when the individual's universal choice set can not be
decomposedinto sub-setsgiven the spatial distribution of destinationsas in a store choice situation.
In view of the difficulties involved in choice set definition, in terms of choice set generation
models, the effects of constraintson choice, and the potentially detrimental consequencesof choice set
mis-specification, this paper attemptsto empirically evaluateparametersensitivity to choice set definition
by estimating a series of destination choice models on random sub-setsof the complete choice set used
for an empirical store choice study. In this way, we avoid the difficulties of defining choice setsamongst
individuals with constraints, whilst having greater confidence in variable parametersthat are consistent
acrosschoice sets, and viceversa with unstableparameterestimates. The competing destinationsspatial
choice model, a variation of the multinomial logit (MNL) model, is used in this analysis (Fotheringham,
1 9 8 6 ;1 9 8 8 ) .
DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The empirical focus of this sensitivity analysisis taken from Fotheringhamand Trew's (1993)
disaggregateanalysis of chain image, and the effects of race and income, in Gainesville, Florida. In this
paper, wL consider the sensitivity of the parameterestimatesderived in the Fotheringhamand Trew study
to variations in choice set definition. The original analysis is repeatedby using the same fourteen store
choice set, and the estimated parametersare used as the baseline figures to compare with parameter
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estimatesobtained from model calibrationswith various sub-setsof the full choice set. Six models are
calibrated,one using all the consumersand the other five only for consumerssegmentedby income and
by race, although the models contain the same "core" variablesdescribedbriefly below.
fhs srorcr:hoicedatauseurn Fotheringhamand Trew (1993)includesthe location,size,and chain
membershipot tourteenmajor supermarketsin Gainesville. This choice set was determinedboth by the
actual store choices of the 432 consumersin the sample,and the minimurn store size of 19,000 square
feet. As with many other store choice studies,this choice set definition is a compromisebetweenthe
extreme choice set possibilites- with one consistingof all the grocery storesin Gainesville,and at the
other extreme, just those stores most frequently visited by the sample consumers. It is more likely,
however,that the consumersconsideredsomesub-setof the full fourteenstorechoice set,and storechoice
models calibratedusing random samplesof thesesub-setsis the focus of this investigation.
Six MNL models specified in the competing destinations format are calibrated for all the
consumers,and consumerssegmentedby income and race, in order to investigatethe variation in store
choice behavior acrossmarket segmentsand, subsequently,the stability of theseparameterestimatesto
choice set mis-specification. The 432 sample consumersbreak down as follows: 97 high income
(>$35,000), 165 medium income ($15,000-$35,000),
170 low income (<$t5,000),3g4 whites and 4g
blacks. The first core variable is the spatial separation,or distance d,, of the supermarket from the
7
residence of the consumer i. The distanceparameteris expectedto yield negative estimatesgiven both
the psychological and economic views of distance as a surrogatefor information about a store and the
increased real price of goods through additional transportation costs, respectively. Another variable
common to all models is the size of a store, S;, measuredin square footage. This variable serves as a
surrogatefor the variety of products offered, and is expectedto yield a positive parameterwhen the model
is calibrated.
Store competition, Q, is the third core variable in the model specifications.This variable defines
the spatial competition at store"l by a simple potential measure:
(-'
L J k

(3)

where Qit_the spatial competition at j, ^S*is the size of store k, d1uis the distance from j to k,, and the
parameter B is set to 1.0 (Fotheringham and Trew,1993). The raiionale for adding this variable to the
store choice MNL model, which forms the competing destinations model, relates to the removal of
regularity and the independencefrom irrelavant alternativesproperties from the MNL, and is discussed
in a seriesof papersby Fotheringham(1983; 1986; 1988). The competitionvariableis alsojustified from
both an economic and psychologicalpoint of view. From an economicstandpoint,consumersmay seek
to minimize the distance to alternative stores to facilitate comparison shopping or have an alternative
should the first store not have a certain product, resulting in a positive parameter estimate for store
competiton. From a psychological perspective,some hierarchical information processingis assumedin
spatial choice situations where individuals view alternativesin spatial clusters,and make choicesbetween
clusters, underestimating the number of alternatives in large clusters according to the well known
psychophysicallaw (Stevens,1957). This argumentwould producea negativeparameterestimatebecause
consumers would be less likely to select an alternative in close proximity to other stores. Given this
situation where both positive and negativeparametersare feasible,it is possiblethat the two explanations
can counteract each other's influence in the model.
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The fourth variableis the neighborhoodcharacteristic,{, definedas the proportionof individuals
living in the neighborhoodof store7 that are maximally dissimilar to the market segment of which
individual i is a member (Fotheringham,1988). Consequently,for high income consumers,the store
,pccified with rlus variabledefined as the proportionof low income consumersin the
choice mode'
neighborhoodoI store7, and it rs similarly defined for each income and race market segment.
The final variablein the storechoicemodel is a chain imagedummy variabledesignedto examine
image dummy
the influence of chain image on patronagebehavior acrossmarket segments. The chain
'upmarket' stores(Publix, Albertson'sand Kash n Karry) and 0 for the 'downmarket' stores
is set to I for
(Winn dixie and Food 4 Less). This binary definition for the chain dummy was used by Fotheringham
and Trew (1993) to offset the colinearity problem between store size and chain image when the chain
image dummy was defined to identify each chain. By defining this variable in the exponential form, one
can assesshow many times an individual is more or less likely to patronrze a store belonging to an
upmarket chain, ceteris paribus, by taking the exponential of the estimate.
Model Specification and the Generation of Choice Sets
The general store choice model calibrated for the three income groups, two race groups, and all
of the respondentsis sPecified as:

LD7t

a Y i ' s l ' c l ' u l ' e x P( a t t - )
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where
pii
is the probability that consumer i selectsstore,l,
is the distance from the consumer's residenceto store7,
dij
,l

is the size of store,l,

Cj

is the comPetition at storeJ,
is the neighborhood characteristic,

Nj

is the chain image dummY,
Pu and
and k is the size of the choice set. The crs are parametersrepresentingthe relationship between
the independentvariables.
It is
In terms of model diagnostics, the p2 statistic is used to assessmodel fit to the data.
calculatedas follows:

Ij
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p2=t *+++

(s)

where L(ll arrtj Lti.fJare the values of the log-likelihood function of the model containing the estimated
par.imetersand the log-likelihood of the null model, respectively. This measureis also known as the
'equal
shares' statistic,and values above A.2 are indicative of a good fit.
The analysisinvolves the generationof a completecombinatoricinventory of possiblechoice sets
ranging in size from thirteen to three storesusing a computeralgorithmthat operatessimilar to the choice
set generation proceduresdiscussedby Manski (1977) and Williams and Ortuzar (1982). From this
completecombinatoricinventory,the model in equation(2) is calibratedand the diagnostictest in equation
(3) is calculated for the various choice sets. For the very large sets of combinations,a l77o random
sample of the total combinations for each choice set size is selected for model calibration, since the
computational burden grows geometrically with choice set size. The econometric software package
LIMDEP (Greene, l99l) is used in all the logit model calibrations.
SENSITIVITY

ANALYSIS RESULTS

The estimated parameters of equation (2) for the original fourteen store choice set across all
market segmentsare presentedin table l. These parameterestimatesare used as the baselinefigures for
comparison with the results obtained from the random combinatoric sub-setsof alternatives. Distance
from a consumer's residenceis clearly the prime variable in explaining store choice. An interestingtrend
in the distance parameterestimatesacrossthe three income groups indicates that low-income consumers
(crr=-1.65)are willing to travel longer distancesthan high-incomeconsumers(crr=-2.17).Presumably,this
behavior is related to a search for lower prices producing a flatter distance-decayfunction for grocery
shopping in Gainsville.
The store size variable is positive and significant for low income consumers which is not
surprising given the usual association between increasedstore size and lower prices. The competition
variable is not significant for any of the income groups, indicating that perhaps the opposite influences
of hierarchical choice and comparison shopping are cancelling each other out. The neighborhood
characteristic variable is negative, as expected,but only significant for high income consumers(at 90Vo
confidence level). This suggeststhat high income consumersare deterredfrom shopping in low income
neighborhoods, but the medium and low income consumersare not similarly deterred from shopping in
high income neighborhoods. In terms of chain image, a significant preferencefor the upmarket chains
exists for all three inconre groups,and this preferencerangesfrom the low income consumersbeing almost
twice as likely to patronrze a store belonging to an upmarket chain, whilst the high income market
segment is five times as likely to patronrzean upmarket chain, ceterisparibus (by taking the exponential
of the estimates).
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Table l: Model parameter(or baseline)estimatesfor the fourteenstore choice set.
Variable

Models
\rl

r.irsLance

-1.80
(20.63)

Store Size

Competition

Medium

-1.63

(t2.e)

High

-r.92
(r2.40)

(e.28)

-2.12

l.l3

(0.32)

(2.3s)

0.22
(0.4s)

-1.03
(1 . 3 3 )

0.05
(r.76)

0.07
(1.4e)

0.03
(0.s5)

White

-1.85

Black
-1.68

( 1 8 . 9 1 ) (6.48)
0.44

0.88

(1.28)

(0.83)

(0.86)

0.05
(l.s6)

(0.22)

-0.06

-0.02

-0.03

-0.03

-0.44

-0.05

(0.20)

(0.16)

(1 . 8 7 )

(t.2s)

0.15
(0.41)

0.62
(3.0e)

0.77
(3.4s)

1.63
(3.80)

l.l9

-0.80

(7.33)

(2.2r)

-843.06

-328.67

-313.91

-166.65

-7t2.73

-91.60

0.26

0.27

Upmarket
Dummy

p'

Race

Low

-0.09

Neighborhood

Log-likelihood

Income

0.28

0.35

0.30

0.28

Note: Figures in parenthesesare the r-statistics.

With regards to store choice and race, table I indicates that distance deterrence in grocery
shopping is equally strong for white and black consumers. On the other hand, store size is a positive
influence for both racial groups, although not to a significant level. The proximity of competitorsappears
to attract white consumers, but does not influence black consumers, although neither parameter is
significant at the 90Voconfidence level. Similarly, the neighborhoodcharacteristicof the selectedstore
does not appearto deter either black or white consumers. The most interestingparameterassociatedwith
the racially defined market segmentsis the chain image dummy. Here, the results suggestthat white
consumers are almost three times as likely to choose an upmarket store, whilst black consumers are
actually slightly deterred from choosing an upmarket store. In all the model calibrations, the p2 values
range from 0.26 to 0.35, indicating a good model fit to the data.
Results with Reduced Choice Set Size
Given the above results,and thosein Fotheringhamand Trew (1993), indicatingthat shoppersdo
not necessarily shop at the closest store, and more generally, that important differences exist in store
choice across different consumer groups, the sensitivity of the various parameterestimatesto choice set
mis-specification is tested. The baselineresults with the fourteen store choice set indicates a trend in the
distancedeterrenceamongst income groups, a relatively insignificant role of store size, competition, and
neighborhood characteristicin store choice, but a strong influence of chain image in store choice for the
racial groups.
The sensitivity analysis indicates parameter instability for store size, competition, and the
neighborhood characteristic variables. A high level of dispersion around the baseline estimates, and
parameterinstability in terms of sign and significancefor thesethree variables indicates their sensitivity
to choice set specification. In addition, the variableparameterestimatesbecomeincreasinglyunstablewith
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decreasingchoiceset size. However,the all consumermodel showsgreaterparameterstability,indicating
the potr:ntial for biased parameter estimatesby not disaggregatingby market segment. Only the
neighborhoodcharacteristicparameterestimatefor high income consumersremainssrgnificantand stable
amongstchoict' set specificationssuggestingeconomicprejudrcein storechoicefor that marketsegment.
In contrast.the distanceand chain image variablesremainedrelatively stable. In figure I a, the
distanceparameterfor eachthirteen storechoice set is shown (indicatedby addition symbols)along with
the baselineparemeter(indicatedby arrowheads). The distanceparametershows little variation around
the baseline parameterestimate,but the same generalrirrd of increasingdeterrencefrom low to high
income groupsremains. The robustnessof the distanceparameterscontinuesto be very encouragingwhen
the random samplesof smaller choice setsare calibr,,ted. In figures2aand2b, the distanceparameters
for the ten, seven and five alternativechoice set calibrationsare plotted as frequencydistributions. The
distributions of parameter values peak at the baseline results for the low and high income market
segments,are symmetrical,have little deviation from the baselineparameter,and exhibit only sporadic
occulrencesof extremevalues. Most important,hower ,r, is the consistencyof the trend indicating greater
distance deterrence amongst higher income individuals than their lower income counterparts. The
robustnessof the variation in the frictional effect of distanceon spatial choice amorgst income groups
provides further support for the notion that low income consumersmay be more wilhng to travel longer
distancesthan high income consumersfor grocery shopping,perhapsin searchof lower prices.
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Figures la, b: Distance and Chain Image with 14 and 13 store choice sets.
The chain image variable is ver)' consistent across models, and the sensitivity analysis
demonstratesthe robustnessof this variable with changing choice set and choice set size as in figure lb,
providing evidence of the importance of chain image in store choice and how the importance of chain
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image varies acrossmarket segments. For all three income groups,the chain image parameterindicates
a significant preferencefor the upmarket chains, and this preferencetends to increasewith income.
Likewise, the white market segmentalso showsa significantpreferencefor upmarketchains. In sharp
constrast,the hlack consumersarr lesslikely to shopat a storebelongingto an upmarketchain. Taking
the exponentlar.-ll the parameterestimatesfrom the thirteen store calibrationsin figure 1a, we find that
low income consumersare generallytwo times as likely to patronizea store belonging to an upmarket
chain, ceterisparibus, whereashigh incomeconsumersare aboutfive times as likely to selectan upmarket
storethan a downmarketstore. The striking differencebetweenthe black and white consumercalibrations
is clearly evident when one considersthat the white consumersare aboutthreetimes as likely to patronize
an upmarket chain store, whilst black consumersare somewhatdeterredfrom patronizing such a store,
ceterisparibus. In figures 3a and 3b, the distributionsof the chain image parametersfor the white and
black market segmentsfor ten, sevenand five storesare presented.The estimatesfor the white consumers
are significant,stableand symmetricalaboutthe baselineestimate,but becomeincreasinglydispersedwith
smaller choice set size. For the black consumers,the parametersare far less stable with respectto the
baselineestimate,and for the five store choice set, are extremelydispersedwith most of the parameters
more negative than the baselineestimate. The small samplesize (48) of black consumersmay account
for the instability of the parameterestimatesin our sensitivity analysis. Th. pt values throughoutthe
analysisindicate strong model
performance for the majority of random choice sets.
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Figures 2u b: Distance parameterfrequency distributions,(a) low, (b) high income groups.
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Figures 3a, b: Chain Image parameterfrequencydistributions,(a) white, (b) black consumers.
SUMMARY
This paper presentedresults from a sensitivity analysisof model parameterestimatesto choice set
specification in destination choice models. By constraining the choice set in a systematicmanner, and
calibrating the choice set combinationsrandomly, the robustnessor instability of various model parameters
is examined under general conditions. The results indicate parametersensitivity to choice set size and
definition for several core variables (store size, competition), as well as the importance of accounting for
the fact that the attributes of the store choice process may vary across different market segments. In
particular, strong evidence for the stability of distancedeterrenceacrosschoice sets,and race and income
groups, is provided. It appearsthat low income consumersare more likely to searchfor lower prices and
be less constrainedby distancethan their high incomg counterparts,ceterisparibus. Chain image proves
to be an important and stable variable in store choice, and the likelihood of an individual selecting an
upmarket store increaseswith income whilst racially segmentedconsumersshow sharpconstrastsin their
preferencefor upmarket stores.Also, some level of economicprejudice is indicatedfor patronagebehavior
in Gainesville on the part of high income consumers. In general,this analysisservesas a warning to
analystsof the dangersof producingmisleadingresultsby mis-specifyingchoice sets,and not segm"niing
their consumer samples by market segments.
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